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up exceedingly heavy karma for himself, and in many and
many a life to come will suffer the just result of his
abominable brutality.
Q. You have explained the working of karma, but how
can a man mould his karma deliberately and so modify
his destiny ?
Ans. He should first examine the three threads of the
cord of fate explained before, inspect carefully his stock-in-
trade, inborn faculties and qualities, good and bad, powers
and weaknesses, present opportunities and actual environ-
ments ; then selecting the qualities which are desira-
ble to strengthen he can set to work and modify his
character very rapidly, taking the qualities one by
one as stated before, and using thought-power to
acquire them, never thinking of the weakness but
its corresponding power; and thus thinking on that
which he desires to be, inevitably though gradually he be-
comes that under the Law. If be made mistakes in the past^
he can modify the results considerably by setting in operation
neutralising forces. Thus if he sends a strong thought of
love immediately after he has made the mistake of thinking
a thought of hate, he can overcome what otherwise would
have been the inevitable effect of hate. Vibrations of
hatred generated in past lives can also be similarly
neutralised by setting up against them vibrations of love ;
and moreover, if another sends him a thought of hate, he
can neutralise its effect, and even kill out that hate, by
sending back a thought of love as t( hatred ceaseth by love ".
Looking to the second thread of the cord of fate,
the desire-nature cannot be changed by desire, but can be
modified by thought. He should mentally create thought-
forms of the opportunity he wants and fix his will on those
forms, drawing them within reach, thus literally making

